Home Learning for Year R
W/C 15.06.20
English

Maths

Phonics
* This week we are continuing with phase 4 sounds.
Have a look at these words, what do they all have in
common, remember to break the word down into
sounds and blend them together.
- slug, slip, slam
- frog, from, frost
- flag, flip, flop

This week we are focussing on finding
one more and one less than numbers up
to 20. Read and match number sentences
to practical problems.

1. Purple mash activities:
 ‘One less 10-20’
 ‘One more 10-20’

Build a secret den! Use a secret sound as your password
to allow people to get in. They must name three words
that begin with ‘fl’ before entering. Change the sound
each time they enter. When they enter the den you could
have a selection of words from the previous weeks. Can
you break the word down into sounds and blend them
together?

2. Click here to view the lesson that
focuses on finding one more than
a number to 20.

*You could also make up some of your own words by
making up alien names with up to 5 letters; meet Sleff
Draw a picture to go with
the new alien name.

3. Click here to view the lesson that
focuses on finding one less than a
number to 20.

*Click here to find a helpful guide to the sounds of
different phonemes and how they are pronounced.

4. Using 6 toys or blocks to help you
write some subtraction sums. E.g.
6-2=4. Then try some addition
sums.

*Visit Twinkl Go and use the code ES0625 to also
access ….
-Phase 4 phonic word search
-Phase 4 game show

Reading
Please read ‘The lost cow’ together and click on the
pencils on the pages to answer the questions.
Lots of you enjoyed listening to the story of ‘the big
carrot’ you can now read it yourself by clicking here.
Can you answer the following questions?
 How did they finally get the big carrot out of
the ground?
 What did they did they do with the carrot at
the end?
 What would you do with the big carrot?
You can also visit Oxford Owl by clicking here and
listening to some of their story tellers tell you a story.
‘The frog prince’.

5. Lego subtraction game








 First, build your tower.
Then, roll the dice and take off that
number of bricks,
Now count how many you have left.
Encourage your child to use math
language to explain what they have
done. For example: “I had 10 bricks, I
took away 2, and now I have 8.”
Keep rolling and removing bricks until
there are none left. The first person to
unstack them all is the winner!
Play again, or increase the number
for a longer game!

*Remember to go and visit your Active learn page to
see what books have been allocated to you.
Remember to click on the bug or person icon to
answer the comprehension questions and we will
award you with house points for your team. Happy
reading.

Writing
*Write down two of your tricky words on a label. Whilst
you are reading ‘the big carrot or the lost cow see how
many times your words appear.
*After you have read ‘The big Carrot above’ design a
menu with all the different things you can make with
a big carrot. Maybe you would like to make one of
the recipes.
*You all have something to be proud of. Make a
certificate for yourself or someone in your family and
write down what you/they have achieved. See the
example below.

RE
Topic: Friends
This is our last week where we look at Jesus’ teaching on friendship.
Ask your child:
 How do friends make us feel happy, comfortable and glad?
 What makes a friendship?
 What breaks a friendship?
 How is Jesus our friend?
 Is it good to have friends?
You could also ask your child to reflect on their class picture and think about all the wonderful
friendships they have with the children in their class.


Please visit our ‘belong, believe, become’ tab on our webpage where we can celebrate this
week’s S

Try making a friendship candle circle using the
template below.
Your child can draw a picture of their friends
and why they are special to them in the
outside ring.
The inside ring is where you can put a small
candle or tea light in the middle.
The candle represents the Light of God’s love
and is where all of our friendships come from.

PSHE
Topic: Connectedness
Every member of the family draws around their hand. Using colour paper or card but
alternatively just colour the hand in once you have drawn around it.
Each person then writes their name on their hand and cuts out the shape. You then layer the
hands on top of one another so the names are readable and stick together on a larger piece of
paper. You can then label it COVID-19 and ask each member of the family to write something
positive about their experience on the sides of the picture. If you have younger children, then
they can perhaps draw a picture or tell you what they want to say while you scribe for them.
You can keep it as a reminder once lockdown is lifted.
Keeping a daily journal will help your child to reflect on the following things... (ask them to
draw a happy or sad face after each statement).
How they are feeling at the at the beginning of the learning day?
How they are feeling at the end of the learning day?
How did they enjoy the daily learning?
At the bottom they can then draw a small picture of their exciting news for the day. This can be
something that has happened; something that has made them laugh; a game they have played
or something they have enjoyed eating for the first time perhaps.

Theme of the Week: Refugees

Please use this link to open an online sway presentation All About Refugees
*A refugee is a person who must leave their home or country. Have a look at the pictures at the
bottom of the document to find out why. Talk to your child about how it must feel to have to
leave your home. Get a piece of paper and split it down the middle on one side draw a picture of
a child leaving their home and round the outside write words together to describe how they feel
(scared, worried, frightened, upset, sad, nervous) note that your child may not know all these
words talk about their meaning to help them expand their vocabulary. On the other side draw
the refugee in their new home, how to they feel now? (safe, happy, relaxed, thankful).
*Look at the map of the world above. It shows where lots of refugees are (see larger version of
the map below and a blank map). Make your own map or print the one below to label where we
are in the world. You could also label it to show other places your family are from or places you
have visited.
*Can you find out and name the 7 continents of the world. What continent are we from?

*Our together project this week. … What are you thankful for in terms of where we live? You
could draw a picture or write about your favourite place to visit.
-Remember to visit the Tapestry memo tab to see how Teddy’s plant is coming along. You could
do the same by planting some seeds and tracking the progress of your plant. You could post
these on Tapestry for us to share and your friends can guess what you are growing at home.

Other Learning Activities for this week
Be active – Use the number cards below or make some of your own to get active.
Be kind – to others. Pray for your neighbours, your family, your school, the refugees in the
world, all the key workers, NHS workers and the scientists who are working hard in their labs to
find a vaccine.
Take note – of how you are feeling. Talk with your family about how you are feeling today. Is
there anything you are worried about? Anything you are looking forward to.
Connect –Work together on the challenge that you have set yourself.
Learn – about a type of transport. When was it invented and who was the inventor.

We hope you enjoy your learning suggestions this week. We hope you are all well and thank
you for all your support. Please continue to share your learning with us on Tapestry. It is a
great way for us to see how you are all doing and add to your child’s learning journal.
Best wishes Mrs Hynd, Mrs White and Mrs Garbutt.

15
10
12
14

Count up to 20 from 15 whilst
doing star jumps.
Count up to 20 from 10 whilst
doing jogging on the spot.
Count up to 20 from 12 whilst
doing hopping on one leg.
Count down from 14 to 0 whilst
doing punching up in the air.

18
9
11
16

Count down from 18 to 0 whilst
clapping.
Count down from 9 to 0 whilst
pretending to kick a ball.
Count down from 11 to 0 whilst
rowing the boat.
Count down from 16 to 0 whilst
waving your hands from side to
side.

My Weekly Journal
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

At the beginning of the day I felt

At the beginning of the day I felt

At the beginning of the day I felt

At the end of the day I felt

At the end of the day I felt

At the end of the day I felt

How I feel about my learning

How I feel about my learning

How I feel about my learning

My exciting daily news

My exciting daily news

My exciting daily news

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

At the beginning of the day I felt

At the beginning of the day I felt

At the beginning of the day I felt

At the end of the day I felt

At the end of the day I felt

At the end of the day I felt

How I feel about my learning

How I feel about my learning

How I feel about my learning

My exciting daily news

My exciting daily news

My exciting daily news

Sunday
At the beginning of the day I felt

At the end of the day I felt

How I feel about my learning

My exciting daily news

Put your candle here

Dear God, thank you for my friends.
They are special to me. They make
feel happy and safe, when I am lonely.
Like Jesus, I will be a good friend and
spread His love. Amen

